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Relations between Homotopy and Homology. I.

By Atuo KOMATU.

1. INTRODUCTION.

This paper is a continuation of the author's earlier investigation [1],

studying the problem of essential dimensions1) of continuous transform-

ations using the method of homology with local coefficients [2]. The

exact homology sequence, recently clarified by J. L. KELLEY and E.

PITCHER [3], can be applied to this method and give many new results

some of which are already obtained by S. EILENBERG and S. MAC LANE [4],

L. PONTRJAGIN [5] and G. W. WHITEHEAD [6].

Let K"1 be the ^-section of a complex K, then we have the following

exact sequence with respect to the homotopy groups

π mod

The kernel-images in πm(Kn},πm(Kn mod #Λ~ l)» ^m-ι(#Λ~ l) of this

sequence are essentially the same as the groups vm (#**)» μm (Kn}> λm-ι

(1P~1), respectively, which were introduced by the author in [1].

2. THE CASE OF SIMPLY CJNNECTED COMPLEX.

THEOREM 1. Let an be the number of n-simplexes of a simply con-

nected complex K. Then the relative homotopy group πn(Kn mod Kn~l)

(n > 2) is isomorphic with the τveak direct sum (I , an) of an integer

groups.

PROOF. The proof is similar to that of theorem 2. 1, [1],

COROLLARY 1.1.

.πn (K") ** μn (/v'O -f i,Λ (/f») .

PROOF. The group μn (A'") ^ πn (Kn}/vn (Kn} is a subgroup of the

*) For this definition see [1J. The essential dimension of a continuous mapping /
of M in K is the least dimension of the image sets g (M), where g is any continuous
mapping of the sane homotopy class with /.
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free abelian group nn(K* mod Kn~Λ}, therefore μn(Kn) is a direct -com-

ponent of ττn (Kn).

COROLLARY 1. 2. χw. (#'") is isoniorphic with the direct sum of the

subgroup λw (Kn] [\ VΏ (7Γ>) and the subgroup isoniorphic with \n (Kn}/\n

(JΓ )Λ *«(•#'•)•
For χw (K!ί)/\rt (#") A vn (K9*) is a module, being isoniorphic with a

subgroup of πn(KΆ mod 7Γ"~l).

COROLLARY 1. 3. The ^-chain group with integer coefficients Ln

(K,Γ) of K is isoniorphic with πn (K n mod Kn~1}.

THEOREM. 2. Let az be the homology boundary operator of Ln (K, 7)

(n ^> 3), α^rf 3t the homoiofy boundary operator, thin ΐhtre holds the

relation

a< - r dt

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the caεe of one simplex 1. σ" 6 LA

(ίΓ, /), for az, r, a, are all homomorphic mappings of abelian groups.

Let 3l(σn) = Σ:.or,n-1,/
at(O = α6λfl.1(ί:rt-1),

where Λ is a homotopy class of the continuous irapping of an (n- l)-sphere

Srt~ l on the sphere 3Z (σ') =Σ α-;2"1 with mapping- degree + 1. Then
<'

r(α) ='Σ>*n:1, i.e. 3t = rdt.

A chain c n€τr w ( ίC n mod JfiΓn-1) is a 'cycle, when rθέ(cw) =0, and is

a spherical cycle, when at (cn) =0. A homology -boundary is a spherical

cycle and the spherical homology group l]w (K) is defined as the factor

group of the group μn (Kn) of spherical cycles by the homology boundary

COROLLARY 2. 1. ΣΓ (Ar) « 7rn (K)/»n (K) « /

PROOF. The group of boundaries is r (λn (KΛ) ) ̂  λn (K")An (Xw) A

vn (Kn) = B" (K). Therefore U" (Ar) is isoniorphic with

μn (K»)/r (λn (Aw) ) ̂  ̂  (XΛ)/yn (Xw)/λw (1P)Λ, (X n) A ^« («")•

The last term of the above sequence of groups is easily verified to be

isomorphic with πn (K)/vn (K) ̂  μn (A).

COROLLARY 2. 2. H« (k)/Σ" (A) ̂  λn_, (X^1) A ^-i (^"13-
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LEMMA 2.1. »„ ($")-.**.&„ (Ka~l)/\n (ΛΓ1-1).

COROLLARY 2. 3. If ^ (JRΓ) = 0 (0 <̂  i < w), then

PROOF. By the result of W. HUREWICZ any compact set of K"~l is

homotopΐc to zero in Kn. Therefore πn (Kn~1} » \n (K"~l). And so by

LEMMA 2,1, »n(K") = 0,t i.e. »n(K) = 0. This proves the theorem by

COROLLARIES 2. 1, 2. 2.

If we apply the Freudenthal's theory of " Einhangung " to the group

^+1 (ΛΓ) ^ ^+,;(ΛΓΛ+l)/^+1 .(f ;
+l) A λ»+1 (^w+l), we can deduce the results

of G. W. WHITEHEAD. For instance we get the following relations :

If πt(K) =0 (0<i<w),

πn (K) ** »M (K^ .

3» THR CASE WHEN K is NOT SIMPLY CONNECTED.

ifct X be the universal covering complex of K and Kn the ^-section

of K.::'Kn(n^>'lj."is the universal covering complex of Kn. Let g =

{λ Λ | be the fundamental group of K, then the. ft -simplex of K are repre-

sented in the form fα?*^"}, where {σt

n} are n-simplexes of K. The

mapping u : x*σt

n — >• cτt

w is the covering mapping of K onto K . Remem-

bering that the hpmotopy groups of a complex are isomorphic with those

of the covering complex, we can easily verify that the following two

sequences

πn+} (Jfn + l-mod Kn) -> πn (Kn) -* πn (K* mod )P-1) ,

^+1 (X»^ mod #»)— ̂  («Λ) - ̂  (K» mod ΛΓ»-1)

are equivalent as homomorphism sequences. In particular we have

-) After this paper was submitted for publication, I have read G. W. WHITEHEAD'S
paper £6J that recently came to Japan. Although the prCof is only sketched, it seems
to me that his method is different from that of mine. I could not read the paper of H.
HOPF : Dbεr die Bettischen Gruppen, die zu einer beliebigen Gruppen gehoren. Comment.

Math- Helv, 17, 1944,
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μn

As is shown in § 2, τrw (XΛ mod lP~l). is isomorphic with the chain

group Ln (K , /), and its elements can be represented in the form

Σ α t f α σ Λ where af s are integers. Clearly the elements of the form

vα. 1 σ

n, where 1 is the unit element of S, form a subgroup of Lw (X, /)

which is i&omorphic with the chain group Ln (K, /).. We suppose that

L'? (K ,/) is imbedded in πn (Kn mod Jp-1) ̂  Ln (K, /) by the above iso-

morphism.

We remark that Ln (K, /) is a direct summand of πn (Kn mod Kn~l)

and the natural homomorphism of the latter group onto the former is

induced by the covering mapping u : x*σί

n-*σi

n. We denote by Γn the

kernel of the last homomorphism.

Then we have the following important

THEOREMS. The homology boundary operator 3Z of Ln(K,Γ)

(n ^> 3) can be decomposed into 3 successive operators, i. β.

3Z — u r dt .

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the case of one simplex σn.

Let

az(O = >LW-1'
a, (σ») = α e λw_, (jr-1) « x^, (Kw-1) ,

where α is the homotopy class of continuous mapping / of Sn~l on the

(n- 1) -sphere!] σt

n~l of Kn~γ with mapping degree 4- 1, or the mapping
i

f of Src-ionan (n- l)-sphere Σα ασ^-ι of Kn~l. The mapping / is equal

to the mapping u /. The image sphere !>« σt

n~l is invariant by the reίa-
t . . . . '

tivisation r, as in theorem 2 and by the covering mapping u it reduces

to the sphere 1>/Z~1, i. e. dt (O Therefore for every chain cn of Ln (K, /)

A chain cn e Ln (K, /) C *n (Kn mod Kn~l) is called spherical, when

it satisfies dt (cn + γw) = 0 for some γl € Γw, and is called simple, when
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it satisfies r 3t (cn + 7") = 0 for some 7" 3 Γ\ Then we see easily that

c' is a spherical cycle or a simple cycle if and only if it is an image

under it of a spherical cycle or a cycle of K, respectively.

THEOREM 4. Homology boundaries are spherical.

PROOF. Let c" be the boundary of a chain cn+l, that is, a, (cw+l) =

u r 3t (cw+1) = cn or r 9, (c ? ? ί l) = c^ + 7" for some 7" 6 Γ ? . Using relation

a, r = O; we have then dt (cn + 7^) = dt r dt (cn+Γ) = 0.

By this theorem we can define the spherical homology group 1]" (K, 7)

and the simple homology group Θn (K, 7) of K as subgroups of Hn (K, /).

THEOREM 5.

IT (K, 7) « VJ" (X, /)/!]" (X, /) Λ Γ W >

Θ?ϊ (X, /) ̂  Hn (K, I)/Hn (K, /) [\ Tn.

PROOF. We shall prove only the former relation. The proof of the

latter is similar.

Let cw be the homology boundary of cn+l and tί", dn+\ respectively,

the image chains u (c"1), u (cfϊ+l) in /£. Then for a suitable element 7W + 1

6^/Ml (^w+1 mod Kn}

cn+l = dnn + 7 w + l ,

w r 3t (ίP+l) = M r a, (cn + l-τn + 1)

- u r dt (cn+l) - M r 3t (7>IM) = w (c"') =• ίΓ'.

Hence the mapping w defines a homomorphism of >]" (Jί, /) in v;w (ίΓ, /).

Let dn be a spherical cycle in K. With a suitable 7'* the sum 7"" -4-

dw = c" is a spherical cycle in J£, i. e.

dt ( y " + d » ) = 0 ,

and w (cn) = dn. Hence w (>T (K ,/)) - IT (Ar, 7).

Let rf" be a boundary in K and cn the original element ιrl (dn) in Uw (X, 7).

These conditions are written

cn = dn +<γ\yn£.L(Kn,Γ),

(1) at (c??) - 0,

(2) w a, (cΓ+l) - cΓz, dn + 1 e Ln + l (^n+l, 7).

From (2) for a suitable y'n
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hence (3) a, (dn + γ'w) = 0.

From (1) and (3)

a. (7" - 7'?z) - 0, i. e. 7" - 7'" £ Σ!n (#> /) Λ r w >
and

cn = r3 t(d f l + 1) 4- (7»-7'*).

Therefore the original element cn ~ u~l (dn) is contained in the subgroup

vj.". (K, 7). Λ1" of Hn (K, 7).
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